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Introduction 
LP01 is a tool designed to facilitate property transfer 
management and allow all the stakeholders involved. It is a 
decentralised application, which means that it uses 
blockchain as a means to store data in a decentralised and 
secure manner. 

  The need for such a tool was seen after it was discovered, 
that a loop hole in the current legal system allows 
multiple promises of sale to be created on the same 
property. This allows a property to be sold multiple times 
with no way of notifying the stakeholders of this issue.  

 

Technical Summary 
LP01 is the first project which 
LedgerProjects Ltd. embarked on and is set 
to mainly target the problem of having 
multiple promises of sale tied to a single 
property. The proposed solution to this 
problem is to have a single synchronised 
registry for contracts and agreements for 
each property, allowing users to view 
transactions in real-time.  

  The aim of LP01 is to give to the governmental institutions, notaries, architects,
banks and the real estate agencies a common tool which helps them to find 
relevant data faster than currently existing systems. 
As we all know, sale contracts take time to compile due to data gathering: the 
one making the contract has to go to the Land Registry, the Planning Authority 
and the Public Registry. 

LP01 will reduce the latency time due to decreased information gathering 
and lower waiting time. 

 
 

Once a property is in the system, all the 
changes and contracts related to it will be 
tracked. So users can see the full history of 
the property and how the planimetry of a 
property is evolving. 
 
This is an important feature for many 
governmental entities and institutions; here 
are some examples: 

 

 

The bank can see if the property is hypothecated before a 
contract is signed. 

 

 
The architect can see the planimetry evolution of the property. 

 

 

The Inland Revenue Department can check the history of 
owners of a certain property. 
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LP01 was developed as a means to work side by side with government and companies; the software 
will not take away the authority of the governmental agencies and it will not take the business of 

the real estate market. 
 

LP01 is a software that is 
running on blockchain. 

Why was a blockchain solution 
adopted as opposed to a 
normal database? 

  A real contract on paper is an immutable document. The blockchain is the 
technology that matches perfectly with this concept: once the data is stored 
on the blockchain no one can change it even if you have direct access to the 
data. With a normal database instead, data can be easily changed by whoever 
has access to it. 

So using blockchain technology, LP01 ensures that the transactions performed 
within the system are immutable and cannot be tampered. In this case, 
blockchain is the best solution since a substantial amount of security is 
required; this is all provided by using a decentralised architecture and and an 
immutable ledger which records all the said transactions. 

 
 

 

The users will have a search facility allowing  them to make indexed searches for contracts and 
agreements. 

 

The users will have a search facility allowing  them to make indexed searches for contracts and 
agreements. 

 

A geo-fencing function is also provided which means that property can now be marked on a map 
for quick referencing of the geographical location of that specific property. 

 

LP01 is built in modular form so additional features can be added to it in the future, should more 
departments be given access to the system. This gives the system more flexibility and allow it to 
accommodate more future functionalities. 
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Stakeholders 
 

Notaries - they have an integral role as they are the ones 
who publish contracts in the system. They will, at their own 
discretion, publish the contract to make it publicly available 
to all the users of the system. Therefore, the notaries must 
ensure that the data that they input is as accurate as 
possible. 

Real estate agents - real estate agents use the system to 
register mainly rental contracts and thus being able to 
closely monitor contracts which are due to expire.  

Architects - they will use the system to mark properties on 
the base maps so that they have a clear overview of the 
location of the property. 

  Government - monitoring tools and statistical reports allow 
the government to keep control of the real estate market. 
The government will have full visibility of taxation for both                   
sale of property and rent. 

Banks - banks will use the system to make sure that the 
contracts are indeed valid before they can allow a loan on the 
said property to take place.  

Lands Registry Department - the Land Registry Department 
is in charge of registering the lands that are then passed to 
the notaries to contractually bind them to an arbitrary 
number of people.  

 
On the right side there is a graphical representation of the 
level of the access to the information: the closer the 
stakeholder is to LP01 the higher is the interaction with 
data. 

Architects, Notaries and Real Estate Agents can add 
information to the system: to publish contracts, add 
properties and perform searches. 
Government, Land Registry, IRD and Banks can monitor the 
market, check all the public contracts and perform searches, 
but they cannot edit data. 
Vendors and Buyers are the main parties who actually make 
property transactions: they don’t interact with LP01, they 
contribute only with the information fundamental for 
creating the final contract. 
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This scheme easily explains how the parties interact: only architects, notaries and real estate agents have 
direct access to LP01. Each of them has a restricted access to LP0, thus, the architect, for example, can only 
access the properties management section and the notary can access the contract management section 
only. 
 
The government and other institutions will have a role of monitoring and supervising all the activities 
happening on the market: they will only be able to read the data inserted by notaries, architects and real 
estate agents. 
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General Workflow of the User 
 

 

  First the user has to create 
a contract as a draft having 
minimal details required 
for creation. 

  The user adds more 
details to the contract 
so that it has the 
required fields for 
publishing the 
contract to the 
blockchain. At this 
stage the user can add 
data like geofencing 
boundaries and also 
photos. 

  During this step the 
contract will be 
checked for the 
minimum 
requirements before 
published. Once those 
requirements have 
been fulfilled the 
contract is mined into 
the blockchain and 
then published for all 
the other users to see. 

  After publishing the 
contract cannot be 
changed but another 
version relating to the 
same contract can be 
created. This way data can 
be changed or edited in 
the newly created contract 
leaving the other contract 
unchanged. 
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LP01 Overview 
 

 

 

LP01 has a simple and clean interface that 
has been designed for a straightforward 
understanding of its functionalities. 

The software is going to be used by different 
users with different duties, so LP01 comes 
with a role management system that enables 
functionalities depending on the user’s 
role. 

LP01 has tools for managing details of 
individuals, companies, properties and 
contracts. Each authority can retrieve the 
data he needs without  having to go through 
through different institutions. 
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User account and common functionalities 
 

Every user has his own profile page where he can set several options 
like: 

● Profile details: name, surname, contract details, personal 
documents, company details and so on. 

● E-Wallet: a personal number essential for the interaction with 
the blockchain system. 

● Language environment: Maltese or English. 
● Two step verification: to add more security to the user’s 

account. 
● Security settings and style. 

 
 

 
 
LP01 also allows users to share information with other users. 
A user can create a working group sending an invitation to other 
user. Who creates a working group can manage the group members 
and he can set the permission of each member (for instance one can 
give a read-only access to a certain member). 

 
 
When a user receives an invitation to join a group, he will be notified 
via a notification icon located on the upper right corner of the top 
bar. 
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Roles and Permissions 
 

LP01 is designed to be used by governmental institution, 
authorities, agencies and notaries; every user has different 
duties which enable modules on LP01 depending on the user’s 
role. Here is an example: 

● Land of Registry can add, edit or remove properties. 
● Planning Authority can check the properties and its 

related contracts in order to allow or deny any permits to 
build on a specific land. 

● Notary can create contracts, view public contracts, view 
property details, and retrieve information about 
individuals and companies. 

 

 

 

One or more roles can be assigned to the user and this can be done via 
the user settings. With LP01 new roles can be created and decide 
which sections and functionalities the user can access. 
On the left you can see a list of users and their relative roles. 
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Properties 
 
With LP01 a property can be easily added into the system through a visual tool. 
Every property is identified with a smart ID: the smart ID identify uniquely the property and it tells as well a little about its history and 
position. The property’s smart ID is generated based on the GPS coordinates, level of the property, flat number and its own history as well. 
 

 
Every property has a general page where you can type information 
like the address, the size of the property and many other details. 

 
Thanks to the geofencing tool you can draw the boundaries of the 
property directly on the map. 

 
 

LP01 tracks all the changes of a property during the time; the history 
of a property can be easily retrieved with all the details (like 
building’s planimetry at a certain time, pictures and documents). 
Moreover you can see visually how the planimetry of the property 
evolved during the time. 
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In the same section you can see the evolution of the property's 
planimetry during time. 

 
Moving the slide on top of the map, you can travel through the 
property's history, seeing visually the property’s planimetry in a time 
you selected. 
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Individual and Legal Person profile 
 

 

LP01 makes it easier to manage data of individuals and legal persons. 
Every individual and legal person has their own page where the user 
can edit several details and also can check the contract history. 

 

In the individual’s profile page you can set details like: 
● General details (name, nationality and birth details). 
● List of documents 
● Residence details 
● Family details 
● Contracts (like telephone, email or website) 
● Other details (like occupation, VAT number and notes) 

 
An individual is identified by an unique ID based on the 
unchangeable person’s details. 
LP01 builds this ID on information like date of birth, place of birth, 
nation of birth, mother maiden name, gender and other details. 
Note that details like name or surname are not included because an 
individual can change his name during his life. 

The legal person’s details are the following: 
● General details (name, type of organization, nation of 

registration, ...) 
● Address details 
● Contracts 
● Fiscal and legal details 
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Both the individual and the legal person have a section where you 
can get the full history: you can see straightaway if an individual or 
company has been involved in a property transaction like a rent, sale 
or promise of sale. 
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Contracts 
 

In this section is stored the 
information of a property 
transaction.A contract contains all the 
information about: 
 

General details (like the title of the 
contract, the type of the contract, 
expiry date). 
 

Individuals and legal persons which 
are  involved in the contract. 
 

Documents (pictures of the property 
and scanned documents). 
 

Third contracts to mention 
 

List of the properties to include in 
the contract. 

 
Once a contract is published, its data will be stored on the 
blockchain: this makes a contract immutable and impossible to 
tamper. 
All the files attached to the contract are secured with a hash code 
stored on the blockchain: if the content of a file changes the file will 
become invalid. 

 
The software performs a conflict verification in order to deny the 
publication of the contract when there are two different ongoing 
contracts on the same property. 
For example LP01 denies two promises of sale on the same property but 
it allows a rent contract and a promise of sale on the same property. 
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The conflict rules are set on the Contract Type section. 
Here you can create various contract types as you want and you can 
decide the rules which allow or deny different contracts on the same 
property. 
 
The picture on the right shows the edit page of the contract type 
Promise of Sale; the Conflicts box  shows how this contract type 
behaves with other contract types. In this example: 

● Promise of Sale VS Rent is allowed 
● Promise of Sale VS Sale is not allowed 
● Promise of Sale VS Promise of Sale is not allowed 

 
 

If a contract includes a property which already has another valid 
contract, it causes a conflict; an error message will appear warning 
the user that he cannot publish the contract until the conflict is 
solved. 
 
This error message is linked to the contract that is causing the 
conflict. If the conflict contract is private, a link will redirect the user 
to a page where they can send a message to the owner of the conflict 
contract. 
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Contract - Stakeholder 
On the Select Persons section the user can add individuals and 
legal persons to the contract. 
 
In the example on the left, there are two types of stakeholder: 
transferor and transferee. 
For each stakeholder, the user can add as many individuals and 
legal persons he wants. 
For each legal person (like bank or governmental institution) the 
user can add one or more individuals that represent the relative 
legal person. 

 

The stakeholder types that appear in the Select Persons section 
can be customized. 
By default the stakeholder types that appears depends on the 
contract type; for example if the contract is a type of rent the 
stakeholders will be lessor and lessee. 
All these option can be modified on the Contract Type section. 
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Contract - Properties 
 

In the section Properties the user can choose the properties to 
include in the contract. 
 
The search for a property can be performed combining the 
property details (like address, property types and other advanced 
search fields) and also selecting the area on the map. 
 
The user can check straightaway the details of the property given 
as result by pressing the more info button. 
When the user finds the property he is looking for, he can select 
the property from the result list and press the button ADD. 
 
Once the property is added in the contract, the user can see 
immediately if there are conflicts on a property. 
 
For instance, you can see on the picture that the property on 
Zabbar (the one inside the box Property added to the contract) is 
highlighted in red. When the user presses the warning button he 
can see the causes that generate the conflict: the message that 
will appear will depend on the visibility of the conflict contract: 

● If the conflict contract is public the user can see all the 
details of the contract and its creator details. 

● If the contract is private the user can send a message to 
the notary. 

 
By clicking the button PROPERTY DETAILS the user can add more 
information about that property in that contract only (like 
property price, movable price, property features, attachments 
and pictures). The next section will show these features. 
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Contract - Property details 
 

 

When a property is involved in a contract there are extra data fields that 
can be set like property price, movable price, percentage of fraction 
involved in the contract and property features (list that can be 
modified). 

 

 

In this section the user can upload pictures of the property and other 
types of documents (like certificates and planimetry). 
 
The documents related to a property are stored with a versioning 
system. In this way the user can see current pictures of the property or 
retrieve the pictures of the same property how it was years ago. 
For example, this versioning tool allows you to retrieve the energy 
certificate and the planimetry of the property two years ago. 
You can update the old documents by creating a new version and 
uploading the file. 
 
Note that every file stored in the system is secured by a code saved on 
the blockchain. The code is like a fingerprint* that represent the file 
itself; if someone tampers with the content of a file then the fingerprint 
code will change automatically, this imply the fingerprint code of the file 
does not match with the code on the blockchain. 
Thanks to this secure system based on blockchain is possible to restore 
the original file. 
 
* The fingerprint code is a hash code 
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Contract - Collaborators 
 

In a contract, it is possible to add collaborators that can work on 
the contract. 
 
In this section the user can invite other users. The owner of the 
contract can also decide the degree of permission that the third 
users have while using the contract  (like read only or edit). 

 
 

Contract - Adjustments 
 

Since a contract can be manipulated by different users (owner’s 
contract, collaborators and users from the same working group) it 
is important to keep track of all the changes. 
 
In this section you can check the name of the user that uploaded 
a document or who made the change, when the changes were 
done and what was changed (comparison of the data before and 
after the change). 
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Contract - Versioning 
Since a contract is immutable and stored on the blockchain, how can 
a notary amend a published contract? 
 
In the real world, to amend a contract all the parties involved must 
agree on that amendment and then the notary can change the 
information on the contract. 
LP01 replicates this process: if an official contract has to be amended, 
the only way to do this is to create a new version of the contract 
itself. When the new version is published it will become the official 
contract. 
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Reports 

 
 

LP01 has a set of reports designed for different institutions and real 
estate agents, where the trend price of immovables can be 
monitored. 
 
The report gives you the prices for each town and you can see where 
the prices are higher or lower by looking at the color of the town (the 
darker the color, the higher the price). 
From the map you can set how the data is displayed: 

● Price per square meter. 
● Immovable average price. 
● Total amount of transactions (€). 
● Total number of transactions. 

 

The map lets you select the towns you want and then get a report of 
the price trend over time. 
Here as well you can choose how to view the data (price by square 
meter, immovable average price, amount of transactions and total 
number of transactions). 
Moreover you have a detailed chart with the prices categorized by 
contract type (like rent or sale) plotted against the prices of the 
building types (like flat, maisonette, penthouse).  
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This is a real time map designed for agencies and governmental 
institutions. 
 
They can see the contracts popping up on the map when a 
contract is published. The contract showed on this map will 
depend on the visibility of the contract itself: the real estate 
agency can see only their own contracts, meanwhile the 
governmental institution can see all the contract except for the 
private ones. 

 

The LP01 is designed to be flexible and highly customizable. 
Every kind of dashboard can be built and only users having the right 
permission can see it. 
 
For instance this is a prototype of the dashboard designed for real 
estate agents where they can see property price trends, incomes by 
property types, incomes by towns, incomes by contract type and 
contracts that are going to expire. 
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